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Climb. Hike. Ski. Bike. Paddle.
Dedicated to the Enjoyment and Promotion of
Responsible Outdoor Adventure.
Club Contacts

ABOUT THE CLUB:

Website: http://rockymountaineers.com
e-mail: info@rockymountaineers.com

Mission Statement:

The Rocky Mountaineers is a non-profit
club dedicated to the enjoyment and
promotion of responsible outdoor
adventures.

Mailing Address:
The Rocky Mountaineers
PO Box 4262
Missoula MT 59806
President: Steve Niday (406-721-3790)
seniday@yahoo.com

Meetings and Presentations:

Secretary: David Wright
mountaineer@dkwright.com

Meetings are held the second Wednesday,
September through May, at 6:00 PM at
Pipestone Mountaineering. Each meeting
is followed by a featured presentation or
speaker at 7:00 PM.

Treasurer: Julie Kahl (406-543-6508)
jawkal@hotmail.com

Activities:

Vice-President: Forest Dean (406-240-7612)
mtnear1@gmail.com

 Hiking
 Backpacking

Webmaster: Alden Wright
alden@wrightmontana.com

 Alpine Climbing & Scrambling
 Peak Bagging

Newsletter Editor: Forest Dean

 Backcountry Skiing
 Winter Mountaineering
 Track Skiing

The Mountain Ear is the club newsletter of The Rocky
Mountaineers and is published near the beginning of
every month. Anyone wishing to contribute articles of
interest are welcomed and encouraged to do so- contact
the editor.

 Snowshoeing

Membership application can be found at the end of the
newsletter.

 Rafting

 Snowboarding
 Mountain Biking
 Rock Climbing
 Canoeing & Kayaking
 Kids Trips
 Terracaching/Geocaching
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January Meeting and Feature Presentation
An Exploration of the World of the Maya
Presented by David Wright
The Mayan civilization at its peak, extended from the flatlands in the north of the Yucatan Peninsula through to
the mountainous regions of Guatemala and onto the northern parts of Honduras. It is a civilization that was
born more than 1000 years before the birth of Jesus Christ. Our adventure started with our desire to eventually
travel throughout the whole historic range of the Mayan civilization. Why not a better place to start than from
the Mexican state of Yucatan. This first part of our Mayan journey took us to over 13 ruin sites; allowed us to
absorb the history, rich culture and colonial architecture of the cities and rural areas; and to just have some
relaxation time and a break from our daily routine. Please join us for this interesting presentation at 7:00 PM
on Wednesday, January 9th at Pipestone Mountaineering. The Rocky Mountaineers business meeting
precedes the presentation at 6:00- this is open to any and all as well.

President’
s Message
The UM Outdoors Club, under the leadership of Lewis Kogan, is now a branch of The Rocky Mountaineers.
See the accompanying article (below) by Lewis. I would like to welcome the members of the UM Outdoors
Club as equal partners with The Rocky Mountaineers and thank Lewis for his efforts to develop this
partnership. I look forward to the new member’
s involvement in the Club and youthful enthusiasm. If we are to
continue to be an active energetic outdoors club, providing a valuable service to the whole community,
attracting youth is essential. I think this partnership is a good way to do that.
-Steve Niday
President, The Rocky Mountaineers

The UM Outdoors Club
The UM Outdoors Club is a three-year-old student organization created to promote and facilitate nonmotorized, non-competitive outdoor recreation by students at the University of Montana. I started the club to fill
what I believed was a major gap in student organizations at the UM... namely, a club dedicated to enjoyment of
Montana's wild places, with a broad recreational focus, which was entirely run and organized by its student
members. Our group has enjoyed a fair deal of success: we've had almost one hundred different participants
engage in weekend outings of many kinds, including hiking and camping, sport climbing and mountaineering,
caving, backcountry skiing and snowshoeing, road and mountain bicycling, canoeing, kayaking and rafting...
And we've also conducted three very successful spring break excursions out-of-state. The Outdoors Club has
held a few member-led educational workshops and presentations, and we have hopes of providing a wide
variety of resources to our members in addition to a regular lineup of weekend trips. We've been able to attract
both seasoned recreationists and eager greenhorns, and have been able to provide all our members with a source
of knowledge and expertise about the surrounding area and ways to enjoy it.
After talking with Steve Niday about a possible collaboration between the Rocky Mountaineers and the
Outdoors Club, we decided that the mission of both groups is very similar, and that a close partnership between
the groups could benefit everyone involved. Engaging with a stable, active, and long-lived organization like the
Rocky Mountaineers could do a lot to help a student club who's leadership is, by nature, always in transition.
The Outdoors Club on the other hand can possibly provide a source of new and eager recruits to the ranks of the
Rocky Mountaineers. And both groups can equally benefit from a larger pool of members from whom to pull
both trip leaders and participants.
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With this in mind, I've agreed, along with the officers of the Rocky Mountaineers, that the UM Outdoors Club
will now function as a semi-autonomous student branch of the Rocky Mountaineers. Student-led outings will be
combined with the Mountaineers' outing schedule, student membership dues will go into the Mountaineers'
funding pool, and student members will receive all the benefits of being regular members of the Rocky
Mountaineers. However, ASUM and other University-derived funding will be reserved solely for student
members of the Outdoors Club, the Outdoors Club will maintain an independent leadership of officers sufficient
to run the student group, and occasionally, on-campus events may be restricted to only student members of the
UM Outdoors Club. Yet in most ways, the groups can function as one larger, more active and diverse whole,
and we expect members of both groups to be pleased with the result. We're very much looking forward to a new
year of collaboration, fun, and many outdoor adventures!!
-Lewis Kogan
UM Outdoors Club President

Avalanche Clinic!
December 15- Lolo Pass. Andy Althouse, Kevin Ball, Forest Dean, Scott Doherty, Jerome Gannon, Lewis
Kogan, Minot Maser, Steve Niday, Bradley Seamen, Joe SanAntonio, David Wright, and myself met Kmart at
8am and headed up to Lolo Pass. At the pass, we geared up and headed up one of the roads to find a good
leeward slope. It seemed like every type of snow travel was represented: snow shoes, telemark with three pin,
telemark with cables, randonee, cross country, meta-skis and even a split-board! Minot instructed us on a few
of the skills necessary in evaluating the snow pack. After showing us how to conduct three types of pit tests, he
had us pair-up, dig our own pits and evaluate the stability of the slope for ourselves. The deepest pit was
approximately 1 meter deep. We then spent some time going over transceiver use and rescue digging
technique. At around 2pm then formal lecture was over and the group dispersed to do some skiing. Joshua
Phillips.
Photos by Joshua Phillips
The Rocky Mountaineers would really like to thank Minot Maser of Back Country Access for leading this clinic.
Also a big thank you to Steve Karkanen of the West Central Montana Avalanche Center for his presentation at
last month’
s meeting. We appreciate the time you both gave to help us further our overall knowledge!
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UPCOMING TRIPS AND ADVENTURES
Trip Notes:
Please contact the trip leader for more information regarding any listed trips.
Mileage listed is round trip mileage. Elevation listed is gain only. For information on Class Rating see below:
Class Rating System
CLASS 1 –HIKING Mostly on trails, but may also include some easy cross country travel.
CLASS 2 –EASY SCRAMBLING Rugged off trail hiking, no hands required.
CLASS 3 –SCRAMBLING Use of hand to ascend some sections of rock. Little to no exposure; a fall would
not likely cause serious injury.
CLASS 4 –CLIMBING Easy climbing, great exposure; a fall would quite possibly cause serious injury. Use
of a rope and protection at times possible.
CLASS 5 –TECHNICAL CLIMBING Use of rope, protection and belay are a must.
CLASS 6 –AID CLIMBING Use of equipment to support your weight as you climb.

Saturday, January 5 - Easy Ski Trip
Description: I have met some people who are beginners, or who haven't x-country skiied for many years, or for
other reasons want to do short ski outings. This is not the first time our club has offered training sessions, and I
will do another in early January. I would prefer to go to Lubrecht and try the A, B and C Loops. If there is no
snow then we could think of the easy trails at Pattee Canyon or Lolo Pass.
Leader: Steve Schombel -721-4686
Sunday, January 13 –LOLO PASS SKI (Bitterroots)
Description: Ski touring at Lolo Pass. Exact routes to be decided as time gets closer and upon group or
leaders’preference.
Leader: Julie Kahl –543-6508
Saturday, January 19- STUART PEAK (Rattlesnake) CLASSIC SERIES TRIP
Rating: Class 1-2; Mileage: 17.2; Elevation: 4500’
Description: We will meet at the Main Rattlesnake Trailhead at 6am; bring a headlamp. The Spring Gulch
route gains 4,500 feet of elevation in 8.6 miles, so be prepared for a FULL day. Bring the 10 essentials and
whatever form of snow travel you prefer. We should get into some deep snow but exposure to dangerous slopes
should be minimal!
Special Equipment: Ski’
s with skins or Snowshoes
Leader: Joshua Phillips - 543-0898
Saturday, January 26 –BOULDER PEAK (Bitterroots)
Rating: Class 2; Mileage: ~15 miles RT; Elevation: ~6200’
Description: If conditions permit, would like to try to do this in one day. We will need to get a very early start
from Missoula. I am not sure how far up the Forest Road we can drive, but I am going to assume we will be
skiing most of it. Perhaps a cutoff exists?? From the end of the road we will follow the “
trail”to Boulder
Point, and then the ridge crest all the way to the summit (9804’
). An option to “
bivy”at the Boulder Lookout
would be a possibility.
Special Equipment: Ski’
s with skins (or snowshoes), avalanche gear, headlamp.
Leader: Forest Dean- C: 240-7612, H: 721-6384, email: mtnear1@gmail.com
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Fri-Sun, February 8-10- LITTLE ST. JOSEPH PEAK - TRM CABIN (Bitterroots) CLASSIC SERIES
Rating: Class 2; Mileage: 11 miles RT to summit, 7 miles RT to Cabin; Elevation: 5300’to summit
Description: Ski up to the cabin on Friday. Ski to the top or near the top of Little St. Joseph Peak on Saturday.
Participants can make as many runs as they want then head back to the cabin, or head out if they so choose. Ski
some more on Sunday or just head out. Contact Paul for more ideas or alternatives.
Special Equipment: Ski’
s with skins.
Leader: Paul Jensen –728-6881
Weds-Sun, March 12-16 –TETON CREST SKI TRIP & SOUTH TETON (Grand Teton NP)
Rating: Class 2-4; Mileage: 25-30; Elevation: TBD
Description: Listed as one of the classic backcountry ski trips in North America, this will be a multi-day trip
through the crest of the fabulous Teton Range. Additionally, I propose to attempt a climb of the South Teton
(12,514’
). The plan may change slightly depending on local conditions and participant interest, but here is the
tentative plan: head down to Jackson early on Wednesday morning- obtain a permit, then start at Teton Pass.
Over the next couple days we will ski north to the Park and then along the Teton Crest to Alaska Basin. From
here we can hopefully take a side trip over to the South Teton and attempt a climb via the West Ridge Route
(Class 4) or the South Ridge Route (Class 3). Then we will ski out to Teton Canyon and shuttle back to Teton
Pass. Winter camping experience and gear are necessary. The South Teton climb is optional.
Special Equipment: Ski’
s/skins, avalanche gear, winter camping gear and clothing, harness, belay device,
crampons, ice ax.
Leader: Forest Dean- C: 240-7612, H: 721-6384, email: mtnear1@gmail.com

NEW!!
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2008 Classic Series
Destination
Activity
STUART PEAK (Rattlesnake)
Ski/Snowshoe
LITTLE ST. JOSEPH PEAK (Bitterroots) Ski/Cabin Stay
McDONALD PEAK (Missions)
Snow Climb
TRAPPER PEAK (Bitterroots)
Ski
EL CAPITAN (Bitterroots)
Snow Climb
McLEOD PEAK (Rattlesnake)
Scramble
GRAY WOLF PEAK (Missions)
Scramble/Climb
th
4 Annual GLACIER CLASSIC
Various
SWAN PEAK (Swans)
Scramble/Climb
LOLO PEAK (Bitterroots)
Scramble
MT. CALOWAHCAN (Missions)
Scramble/Climb
LOLO PASS (Bitterroots)
Backcountry Ski
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NEW!!
Leader
Joshua Phillips
Paul Jensen
Joshua Phillips
Alden Wright
Joshua Phillips
Steve Niday
Lewis Kogan
S. Niday/F. Dean
Lewis Kogan
Lewis Kogan
Forest Dean
Steve Schombel

TRIP FORUM
Mount Rainier- Memorial Day Weekend
I would like to head out to climb Rainier once again. My intention is to keep the route options open
and climb something that the conditions dictate giving us the best chance of succeeding. I have
started looking at some options and would like to concentrate on a route either on the south or north
side of the mountain. The climbing party will be limited to no more than 4 people. I will not be serving
as a guide to anyone in the party- participants should have a decent level of glaciated mountain travel
aptitude. If interested, give me a call or email. Forest Dean 240-7612, mtnear1@gmail.com

Mt. Rainier as viewed from Kautz Creek.

"Bob Marshall Wilderness" Backpack
For next summer I am thinking of going up the North Fork Of The Blackfoot into what is actually the
Scapegoat Wilderness. I've never been there but looking at a map it looks like a 6-7 mile hike to the
North Fork Cabin, North Fork waterfall is another 1/2 mile or so. We could set up a base camp in that
area and do some day hikes like to Falls Point, or there are two 25-30 mile loops that would bring us
back to the same trailhead. I'd like to hear from people who have been in this area for suggestions of
destinations etc. I'm planning on mid July 2008 that still seems like the best window between -still
frozen in and -the start of fire season. Julie Kahl 543-6508
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Wind River Range Climbing Trip –July 18th or 19th through July 27th, 2008
Description: The tentative plan is for at least a week long climbing trip to Titcomb Basin. This would
involve driving to Elkhart Park Trailhead outside of Pinedale, Wyoming (approx. 470 miles and
roughly 8 hours of driving) followed by a 15 mile hike to establish a base camp near upper Titcomb
Lake. The potential objectives are many: Mt. Helen (13,620’
), Mt. Sacagawea (13,569’
) and Fremont
Peak (13,745’
) to name a few. There is a high concentration of scrambles, snow climbs, and fifth
class multi-pitch routes in this stunning alpine setting. The eastern wall of Titcomb Basin (formed by
the above named peaks) was described in 1842 by John C. Fremont as “
a nearly perpendicular wall
of granite, terminating 2,000 to 3,000 feet above our heads in a serrated line of broken, jagged
cones.”I’
d like to see a cohesive group of supportive, team-minded climbers develop for this
committing trip. Various skill levels are welcome. Joshua Phillips –543-0898

Looking north into Titcomb Basin from Island Lake. Fremont Peak is on the far right.
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TRIP REPORTS
December 1- Chief Joseph Pass (Classic Series Trip)
Here was a trip that went pretty much, but not exactly, as planned. It was chilly, probably low to mid teens, but
we were fine as long as we kept moving. We spotted a car down below on hwy. 43 and left the parking lot
around 11. There were several inches of new snow to wade through. In order to avoid tracking up the groomed
runs we took the ungroomed Tele trail most of the way to Windy Corner. There were several downed trees
across this trail to climb over or crawl around. It was more tiring than anticipated. We reached Windy Corner
and found the entrance to the Scooter Creek Trail to be well signed. The first part didn’
t quite have enough blue
diamonds, but we took it slow and managed to stay on track. We weren’
t very far down this trail when we ran
across two moose hunters. We had thought that hunting was over, but apparently special moose permits have a
longer season. They were friendly, and it turned out that their pickup was the other vehicle in the parking spot
down below. So, naturally, we followed their footprints which followed the blue diamonds for quite a ways.
Somewhere near the second meadow (clear-cut with lots of 10’trees) their tracks and the blue diamonds
diverged, and we did not see any blue diamonds the rest of the day. The tracks led us down to a creek bottom,
then climbed up a ridge to the west not once but twice. After some debate we decided to abandon the tracks and
follow the creek. We were wading through another clear-cut thick with 10’trees dumping snow down our necks
when we happened across a logging road which took us out to the highway only a few hundred feet from our
car. We are really certain that we were in Scooter Creek, especially since this logging road is shown on maps.
There was a sign at Windy Corner which said that the Scooter Creek Trail followed an old logging road on the
east side of the creek down the last part, and we were on a more recent road on the west side, which probably
explains why we didn’
t see any more blue diamonds. Participants were: Fred Schwanemann, Bret Doucett and
Steve Schombel.
December 22 - Lolo Pass Ski Tour (Bitterroots)
Several of us headed up to Lolo Pass for a nice tour through lots of new, fresh snow. We had a beginner along
who wanted to snowshoe, and this actually worked since some of the slower people stayed with her while the
rest went ahead and stopped and waited now and then. We went down the Pack Creek Road, which was
groomed, and then up the Moose Pass Road for a mile or so, which had snowmobile tracks. Different people
went farther up the road before turning around, but we all caught up again on the way back. There were few
other people in this area of Lolo Pass; no skiers and just a few snowmobiles. It was mostly an enjoyable and
quiet day. Participants were: Amy Gordon, Julie and David Kahl, Fred and Eileene Schwanemann, Michael
Bowles and Steve Schombel.
December 30- Lee Creek or “A”Trail (Bitterroots)
The “
A”or Lee Creek trail from Lolo Pass to The Lee Creek Campground is a trail of many moods from
blindingly fast downhill, to a slow slog through “
mashed potato snow.”After a few years of low snow pack and
lots of fast it was delight to be skiing this trail in a thigh deep two track trench through perfect new snow. Trip
members Becky Richards, Steve Schombel, newcomer Trevor Van Valiet, and Julie & David Kahl started on
the groomed section of the Packer Meadows loop taking to breaking trail through about 8 inches of new snow
accumulated in the existing trail trench. The lure of the Packers Meadow Loop was too much for Steve to resist
and he backtracked to ski it and meet back at the warming hut. The trail we broke up to The Lee Creek Saddle
had us passing under a few “
suspiciously avalanchy slopes”but all went well with proper caution. The saddle
was too windy to stop for lunch so we headed down with a couple of quick stops instead. As is always the
gamble with breaking trail on this route we finally encountered skiers coming up on the Lee Creek Campground
side about ½ mile down. They and fellow club members Lois Crepeau, Fred & Eileen Schwanemann coming up
from below packed us a nice trail so we did get in a few good runs going down. Becky’
s car was waiting for us
and Julie rode along to collect our other rig and Steve from Lolo Pass. A great day! Julie Kahl
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December 29-30 –Little Rock Creek Lake (Bitterroots)
Well, the forecast looked grim for attempting
Mount Jackson in Glacier Park, so we opted for
something a little less committing. Forest Dean,
Scott Doherty and I drove down to Como Lake, and
headed up Little Rock Creek on skis. We got a late
start and made it to Little Rock Creek lake in time
to see the shoulder of El Capitan disappear in the
clouds and darkness. There was a meter of snow
near the inlet of the lake where we camped (around
6500’
). It was a pleasant evening for winter
camping; the stars were out and there was very little
wind or snow. Scott left early the next morning (in

the dark) in order to get home in time to take his
daughter skiing. Forest and I got up to find high
winds, snow and about a half mile of visibility. We
skied up a nearby slope to dig a snow study pit and
apply some of the things we learned from Minot at
the avalanche clinic. Forest and I found 3 weak
layers and our Rutschblock scored about 4 with a
high quality shear. After eating lunch we began the
7.5 mile ski back to the truck. Forest and I made it
back to the truck that evening just after dark.
Joshua Phillips

A snowy winter’
s night in the Bitterroot backcountry. Joshua Phillips photo.

Skiing along the south shore of Little Rock Creek
Lake. Joshua Phillips photo.
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Rocky Mountaineers Meeting Minutes- 12/12/07
Attendance: Steve Niday, Forest Dean, Julie Kahl, Alden Wright, Steve Schombel, Lewis Kogan, Tom Hanou,
Jon Garvin, Tony Tidwell, Joshua Phillips
Minutes from Nov 14, 2007 meeting excepted, no correspondence
Treasurer’
s report: Saving account $235.44, checking account $372.00 before Steve Niday was paid back for a
$297.50 Shirt Shop merchandise. (we sold $202.00 worth of merchandise at the meeting)
Merchandise
Stickers -Sign Pro 100 at $1.34 each,
Allegra $9.50 a square foot -but get a variety of sizes
Can run the original logo photo on the stickers
Anyone can take an object into shirt shop for a logo now, who can order in the future? Just members,
non members? -issue not resolved
Collaboration with UM Outdoors Club
After discussion there was a unanimous vote to allow a semi-autonomous Student Chapter of The Rocky
Mountaineers to form on the University Of Montana Campus, under the guidance of Lewis Kogan currently the president of the UM Outdoors Club.
Discussion points;
Lewis wants to begin advertising early in 2008 for the new chapter
Initial $10.00 sign up fee
Did we want to do an inaugural joint trip? -unresolved
The Rocky Mountaineers have obligation to ASUM -no
Did they want a copy of our by-laws? -Yes, they are on the web site somewhere
Discussion from the Student Chapter issues spilled over into the bigger issue of the small number of trip leaders
and how to change that -undecided
Two possible solutions arose
Require members to lead at least one trip a year –Not a good option
Incentive based approach - best way
Less dues if lead trips
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Pins, merchandise
Awards ceremony - with a brief discussion of the old business subject of acheivement awards
Develop a list from general meeting attendees on where they may want to go on trips
Other side discussions included what version of Excel to get to be e-mail compatible with other officers, Alden
said there was a better program out there and he would get it for us
Meeting adjourned at 6:57

Rocky Mountaineers Merchandise - For Sale!!
Just in time for the holidays, we have unveiled our first ever Rocky Mountaineers merchandise
featuring our new logo! Be one of the first to own and wear this great new stuff. More to
come!

Short Sleeve T-Shirt
Long Sleeve T-Shirt
Caps
Fleece Beanie’
s

$13.00
$17.00
$18.00
$16.00

($17 non-members)
($22 non-members)
($23 non-members)
($20 non-members)

Shirts and hats are available in various sizes and/or colors. For more information, or to place
your order email: seniday@yahoo.com or call Steve at 721-3790. Additionally, all of the above
will be available at the Club meetings.
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THE ROCKY MOUNTAINEERS MEMBERSHIP APPICATION
Annual Membership Fee:

_____ $20.00 for paper newsletter
_____ $10.00 for electronic newsletter

Note: Membership includes all members of a family or household.

Make checks payable to ‘
The Rocky Mountaineers’and send to:
The Rocky Mountaineers, PO Box 4262, Missoula, MT 59806

Name: ______________________________
Additional Family Members Names: ___________________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________________________________________
Home Phone: __________________________ Cell Phone (optional):___________________________
Email: _____________________________________________
Additional Email (optional): _______________________________________________

Joining or maintaining your Rocky Mountaineers membership has never been easier! PayPal
is now available on the Rocky Mountaineers website. Click on the membership link on the
main page.

Cover Photo: Scott Doherty breaking trail on the way up to Little Rock Creek Lake. The East
Como Peak is in the background. J. Phillips photo.
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THE ROCKY MOUNTAINEERS
PO Box 4262
Missoula, MT 59806
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